
NEO EDEN
Geodesic Domes

Prefabricated Homes



What is a Geodesic Dome?
The geodesics of a surface are the 

"straightest" lines possible (with less 

curvature) fixed a point and a given 

direction on said surface.

Homes of this type of structure are 

strong, durable and beautiful 

functional spaces that can be set up 

as outdoor tents (Glamping) or 

permanent homes.

Usually made of wood or synthetic.



Models
SYNTHETIC MATERIAL

Glamping of metal rods.

Plastic cover.

Synthetic or fiberglass 

windows.

Wooden door.

Sizes from 4 to 12 meters in 

diameter.

Basic color to choose.

WOOD

Cypress pine, carob or guadua slats.

Pressed wood or guadua covering and waterproof 

coating.

Glass or acrylic windows.

Sizes from 4 to 9 meters.

Natural wood color (if you want to paint it is an 

additional cost).

Guadua platform (another type of wood is an 

additional cost)

Furniture is not included (structure of beds, 

bathroom or furniture is an additional cost)

Self-sustaining system with low additional cost: 

heater for the fight, solar panel, motor-pump 

system, water channel ...



Glamping (synthetic dome only) -

on request (shipping)



Prefabricated house (structure + 

platform) - assembly



Combined: wooden dome with 

synthetic, metal and others



Synthetic interior



Wood interior



Jobs in Guadua



Jobs in Guadua



Jobs in Guadua



Diameters and frequencies



* 5m - € 3,400 

(USD $ 3,850) 

* 6m - € 3,800 

(USD $ 4,300) 

The price includes 

shipping costs to 

anywhere in the 

world *. 

Dome only 

(platform not 

included)

GLAMPING frecuency D2 



Base price 5 meters 

diameter: 

* ALGARROBO: 

2,650 USD$ with 

floor and guadua

covering 

* CYPRESS PINE: 

2,500 USD$ with 

floor and guadua

covering

Wood Geodesic Dome

- The price is according to material costs in Colombia.
- The price does not include labor, personnel, per diem, transportation, accommodation, allowances 

or others.
- The price does not include bathroom installation, furniture or platform.
- All these values, as well as the implementation of a self-sustainable system, are added in a budget 

adjusted to the interests of the user.



Cocoon



GLAMPING igloo (inflatable)ECO Domo (super adobe)

Contact:

Spain: DANIEL MARTÍNEZ (+ 34-658-745-773) - luisdaniel604@gmail.com
Colombia: JEAN PAUL LUNA (+ 57-301-606-8632) - juanpabloluna777@gmail.com
Colombia: FREDERICK GUTTMANN R. (+ 57-304-421-9172) - frederickguttmann@gmail.com
Web: www.frederickguttmann.com
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